
Increasing awareness and demand for Products on Bikayi’s seller platform

Summary : Business owners on Bikayi are not able to increase their sales as the demand

is limited to their network of people. Also, Buyers who want to shop online from local

businesses are unable to discover the vendor’s online stores. Creating a webpage where

the buyers can find local vendors on Bikayi and  promoting this webpage will improve the

discoverability and demand for businesses.

1. Problem

Business owners are not able to increase their sales rapidly because the buyers are not

aware of the online stores. Adding to that, the SMB merchants are not tech savvy to

promote their business on different channels and optimise SEO for their website, leading

to very low sales through the platform. Today, demand is only generated from the

Business owner’s network.

2. Customer

The main affected group are Business owners. Currently, the Business owners are limited

to their network for promoting the business. There is no rapid growth in sales because

they are not able to reach their potential buyers outside their network.

Another affected group are Buyers who want to shop locally. There is no way for them to

find the local businesses on Bikayi, unless they obtain the link to the online store from the

Business owner, which is very rare.

3. Impact for Bikayi

1. Increased Retention : For any business owner, making profits is a priority. Improving

sales will make Bikayi the platform of choice for Business owners. Hence, Retention will

improve.

2. Increased Conversion : Helping the Business owners to make more sales will

encourage them to increase their product line and they will need more resources to

manage and operate their business well. Hence they will upgrade their subscription plan.



4. Goal for MVP

Main goal is to increase the number of sales. The following metrics will be tracked to

measure the success.

1. Increase the total number of users who are aware about the vendors' online    stores

2. Increase Total number of sales

5. Team for MVP

Who? No. of people Task

Designer 1 Design as mentioned in the “Implementation” section.

Engineers 2 Build as mentioned in the “Implementation” section

Quality Analyst 1 To test the changes made and find the bugs.

Marketers 2 To promote the webpage

6. MVP Solution

Business Listings : Building a list of all active businesses on a webpage and allowing the

viewers to filter out the businesses based on Location and category. This webpage

should be promoted through multiple channels to increase the awareness about the

online stores.

Wireframe for MVP:



Implementation of MVP :

Product Requirements:

Requirement Priority Milestone Status

Create a database and add all active businesses Must Have M1 Yet to start

Create three fields on the home page (Search with name,
Location & Category) for the viewers to look for businesses
around them Must Have M1 Yet to start

In the category section, give a dropdown which displays all
available categories of businesses along with a small related
icon at the right side. Must Have M1 Yet to start

Businesses should be displayed with their logo/image along
with its name right below it Must Have M1 Yet to start

The order to display businesses on the web page should be
based on Subscription type (Ultimate > VIP > free). Must Have M1 Yet to start

Once the user finds a business and clicks on it, they will be
redirected to the business’ website. The existing user
journey will be followed for ordering things from the
website. Must Have M1 Yet to start

Build “buy.bikayi.com” Must Have M1 Yet to start

Add the “Buy” section on the mobile app, which redirects to
this webpage. Must Have M1 Yet to start

Non-Product Requirements:

Requirement Priority Milestone Status

Work on SEO and promote this
catalogue through multiple channels Must Have M2 Yet to start

Announce this feature to the world
through different social media platforms Should Have M2 Yet to start

Out of Scope for MVP:

1. Building ML algorithm to order businesses

2. Allowing users to have a favourites section where they can add their favourite businesses.

3. Building a purchase history for the buyers, where they can check all the previous history



4. Allowing the viewers to add this webpage to their home screen on their mobiles

5. Show top 3 location suggestions to the user as they type their location details.

Roll out plan:

M1

➔ Alpha on 20th June

➔ Beta on 28th June, provided that there are no major concerns

➔ Will run marketing experiments on 4th july to gain few insights

M2

➔ Alpha on 10th July

➔ Beta on 16th July

➔ Will start the marketing campaign after gaining insights from M1. (roughly 20th July)

7. Alternatives:

Alternative solution Description Reason for not prioritising

App for Buyers Building another app for Buyers / integrating with the
existing app and create end to end shopping experience

High effort and risky

Individual Business
Promotions

Helping individual businesses in promotions with the
existing account managers

High effort and add costs to the
Business owners. Not scalable.

8. Risks

Risks Possible solutions to Mitigate Risk

Customer Acquisition cost will increase
Optimising Marketing Campaigns to get more leads

Increase price of the memberships proportionally

Generating Quality traffic through Marketing
Campaigns can be tough in the initial days

Get insights on existing user behaviour and use it for
marketing


